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 Planning Your Service Pack Deployment 

What is a Service Pack? 

SecurityIQ 6.0 release introduced the concepts of Service Packs. 

Service Packs are cumulative packages containing all released E-Fixes to date, since the last Major or Patch 

release. Service Packs allows customers to stay up to date with the latest bug fixes and performance 

enhancements, with minimal down time and without the need to upgrade. Service Packs only update the 

SecurityIQ components for which bug fixes or performance enhancements were issued, while the rest of the 

system remains untouched.  

 

Service Packs Deployment Process 

Starting from version 6.1, SecurityIQ Service Packs deployment is done automatically. Service Packs are deployed 

by the SecurityIQ update deployment mechanism. By simply uploading a Service Package through the 

Administrative Client, and pressing a button to initiate the deployment, the Service Pack will be deployed and will 

automatically update all relevant SecurityIQ components. 

All SecurityIQ component, including Web Sites, Administrative Clients, Core Services, Activity Monitors, 

Permission Collection and Data Classification Engine and Collectors, Watchdogs and the SecurityIQ Database, will 

be updated – provided that the service pack contains update for the specific component.  

The only exception to that is the SecurityIQ Collector Manager – used to deploy Collectors and Activity 

Monitoring Agents – which is a standalone application, and will need to be updated manually, if an update is 

available.  

Version Numbers 

In versions newer than Ver. 4.1.21684, the version number is displayed on the bottom right corner of the 

Administrative Client screen. 

 

 

Figure 1 Application Monitors Screen 
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SecurityIQ version numbers are represented by a four-section number, e.g., 6.1.0.3000. 

The first two sections represent major releases. SecurityIQ 6 GA release number is 6.0.0.0. whereas, SecurityIQ 

5.1 release is represented by the number 5.1.0.0.  

The next section represents Patch Releases, e.g., SecurityIQ 5.1P1 version number is 5.1.1000.0. 

Service Pack updates are reflected in the last section, and so SecurityIQ 6.1 Service Pack 3 version number is 

6.1.0.3000.  

The Database version number will be updated with every service pack. For SecurityIQ 6.1 Service Pack 3, the 

database version number is 6.1.0.3000. 

The Client version number will be updated if the service pack includes changes to the Administrative Client. For 

SecurityIQ 6.1 Service Pack 3, the Client version number is 6.1.0.3000. 

 

Infrastructure components, such as Elasticsearch and RabbitMQ will retain the same version number, unless and 

update to the actual infrastructure components is applied, in which case their version number will be updated as 

well. 6.1 Service Pack 2 does not include any updates to such infrastructure components.   

Versions included in this release: 

 

Table 2 Lists SecurityIQ Service Pack Components Versions. 

Table 2. SecurityIQ Components Version Details 

Component Version 

SecurityIQ Database 6.1.0.3000 

SecurityIQ Elasticsearch 5.1.1 

SecurityIQ RabbitMQ 3.7.4 

SecurityIQ API 6.1.0.3000 

SecurityIQ Web Client  6.1.0.3000 

SecurityIQ Administrative Client 6.1.0.3000 
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Backup Measures 

Backups are important. Having the original deliverable readily available, will allow you to quickly and easily roll-

back changes if needed. One of the great things about Service Packs is that they allow for small surgical changes 

to be made to the system, by changing only what is necessary. For that reason, they are also easy to roll back, 

provided that backup measures have been taken. 

Database 

As a rule, we recommend that regular backups be performed on the SecurityIQ database.  

Service Packs can occasionally require changes to the database, either in the form of content modification on 

specific tables, or in the form of schema changes to the tables and object in the database.  

In the case of schema changes, we recommend that a copy of the original database object be taken. The simplest 

way of doing that is creating a backup object with a different name, using the script of the original object. In most 

cases, that would entail generating a Create script of the original object and renaming the object name in the 

script before execution.  

You can consult your DBA on how to create such backup objects. 

 

Other Components  

The SecurityIQ updates deployment mechanism will automatically create a backup for every component updated 

by the Service Pack. Once the Service Pack package is loaded and its deployment started, before any changes are 

made, a backup copy of the updated component is taken and stored in the designated Backup folder. The Backup 

folder if located under the SecurityIQ home directory (set by the SecurityIQ_Home environment variable and is 

by default at C:\Program Files\SailPoint\). A folder bearing the Service Pack name will be created in the main 

Backup folder, and a backup of each of the updated components will be created.  

For SP2 the Backup folder would be {%SECURITYIQ_HOME%}\Backup\6.1.0.3000 
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 Support Matrix 

Table 2 lists SecurityIQ server support details. 

Table 2. SecurityIQ Server Support Details 

System Supported Versions 

SecurityIQ Servers Windows 2012R2/2016 64bit 

Workstations Windows 7 and above 64bit 

Browsers IE 11, Edge, Firefox, Chrome, Safari 

Databases MS SQL Server 2008/2012/2014/2016 64bit 
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 Deploying Version 6.1 Service Pack 3 

The deployment process consists of the following steps: 

1. Downloading the Service Pack from this Compass Location 

2. Read the Service Pack deployment guide thoroughly 

3. Pre-deployment Steps 

4. Service Pack Deployment 

a. Upload the Service Pack through the Administrative Client 

b. Kick-Off the Service Pack deployement 

c. Verify successfully deployment  

5. Post Deplyment Steps 

Pre-upgrade Steps 

None this time.  

Service Pack Deployment 

1. Extract the “SecurityIQ v6.1.0.3000.zip” installation package. 

2. Navigate to the “Service Pack 3” folder. 

3. Log into the SecurityIQ Administrator Client 

4. Click System >> Upgrades & Patches >> Load New Package 

This will open the Load Package dialog.  

5. Press Browse and load the file “SecurityIQ v6.1 Service Pack 3.wbxpkg” from the Service Pack folder. 

6. Press Upload Package. 

The system will upload and validate the file. This might take a few minutes. 

7. Once it is validated, press Save. This will add the upgrade package to the upgrades page. 

 

Figure 2: Upgrades & Patches table 

  

https://community.sailpoint.com/t5/Downloads/SecurityIQ-6-1-Service-Pack-3/ta-p/148691
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8. Right click the upgrade package and select See More from the menu.  

 

 

Figure 3: Expand Service Pack package - Details 

 

This will open the upgrade detail panel, showing a list of the upgrade steps included in this package.  

 

Each installation line is listed in “Pending” state when it is added to the upgrade/installation list.  

 

Figure 4: Review Service Pack package - Details 

9. Click Start Installation and Confirm to start the installation process. 

The Service Pack deployment process runs a series of prerequisites checks before the Database update 

begins. Then proceeds to perform the Database updates.  

Following the Database updates, the first component to be updated will be the Watchdog Service, installed 

on the server hosting the User Interface core service.  

Following that, all other components will be updated.  

What if an update line fails? 

If a script or a component update fails, right-click the failed line in the ”System/Upgrade and 

Patches” screen and click Save to save the log file. The system will download the log file where you can 

see error messages describing the issues. 

After you fix the issue, right-click the failed line and click Retry to rerun the 

script and continue the upgrade process. 
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Figure 5: Retry installation line 

10. Wait until all services have Completed or are in a “Pending Restart” status. 

11. If one of the services is in a “Pending Restart” status, restart the server on which this service is installed. 

The Service Pack update will continue automatically after restarting. 

12. Wait until all services are in “Completed” status after restarting. 

13. SecurityIQ Agents, i.e., Activity Monitroing services and Collector services for both Data Classification and 

Permissions Collection, require that all Watchdog updates will be completed before being updates 

themsleves. This applies to all watchdogs, including those of other servers in the environment.  

If you see that Agent components remain in a Pending state, when all other services have been updated, 

please check if any of the Watchdog services have still not been updated, are being currently updated or had 

any issues with the update process. Once all Watchdogs are updated to version 6.1.0.2000 (6.1 Service Pack 

2), the Agents updates will ensue shortly after.  

Note: See Chapter 5: Troubleshooting for further suggestions. 
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Post Upgrade Actions 

 SecurityIQ Client Upgrade 

On the first run of the SecurityIQ Administrative Client after an update, a popup message displays, requesting 

that you update the client. During the update, you will be required to reenter the server on which the User 

Interface Service is installed. 

 

Figure 4: Message - Update SecurityIQ Client 

Validate the Service Pack update 

To validate the installation, and verify that the correct version was installed, check in the Windows Add/Remove 

programs in the control panel. 

The versions of the SecurityIQ components should be set to 6.1.0.3000. 
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 Important Information and Updates 

App.Config Keys 

Every SecurityIQ Service, as well as other components, has an application configuration file (app.config file) 

listing various configuration values. These files are named in the following format:  

{Component Executable Name}.exe.config.  

Service Packs may include changes to these configuration files, that would be automatically applied during 

the Service Pack deployment. A backup of the original configuration file will be created, as part of the 

automatic backup mechanism, included in the Service Pack deployment procedure.  

Due to a known issue, this update will remove all configuration keys that are commented out and are not 

being used. The commented keys will still be available in the backed-up configuration files and can be 

fetched and reapplied to the active configuration file if needed.  

This issue has no effect on the functionality, operation, functionality or performance of the SecurityIQ 

components. Regardless, this issue will be addressed in future Service Packs and releases.  

Data Classification Enhancements 

Among many improvements and performance enhancements to the Data Classification modules, SecurityIQ 

6.1 Service Pack 3 introduces several parameters that help customize and adjust the Data Classification 

module to best fit your needs and optimize performance.  

These parameters have been added to the DC_Parameter table and have default values, that maintain the 

current behavior.  

Changes to these parameters will take effect only after a restart to the relevant Data Classification Engine.  

Parameter Name Description Possible Values 

ContentType  Determines whether Data Classification 

should extract and index the files Content, 

Metadata (file properties), or both.  

This is meant to increase granular control 

over indexing, as well as for Metadata 

classification of AIP protected files. 

0 – Content (Body) only 

1 – Metadata only 

2 – Both (Default) 

ShouldNewPropertiesBeDisplayed  Determined whether new file properties 

(Metadata fields) automatically discovered 

during the scanning and indexing process, 

should be presented to the user as 

searchable fields and available attributes 

in rule constructions. 

'true' – New property fields 

will be presented. (Default) 

 

'false' – New property 

fields will not be presented. 

MaxFileSizeMB Determines the Maximum size (in Mega 

Bytes) for files to be included in the 

scanning and indexing process. Anything 

over this size will be excluded and listed in 

the DataClassification.FailedDocuments 

log. 

0 – 500 

If 0 is selected only content 

under 1 MB will be indexed 
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SIQETN-2364 – Website Dashboard, Database and KPI Improvements 

 

SIQETN-2364 introduces important performance enhancements to the KPI Dashboard.  

The following changes are included in this enhancement: 

1. The Resource Dashboard is removed from the Business Website 

2. Data Owner Dashboard now retrieves KPI information from the pre-calculated KPI Data, calculated by the 

Dashboard Widgets Calculation Scheduled Task, that runs nightly. 

3. Improved Database Statistics calculation algorithm included in the DB Cleanup Task.  

4. Improved Website single-session requests concurrency – concurrent request no longer blocking each 

other on long-running requests. 

 

Note: The Resource Dashboard tab is now officially deprecated. This Service Pack will 

permanently remove the Resource Dashboard from the Website. 

 

Note: Service Pack 3 will automatically apply SIQETN-2364.  

Note: After applying the Service Pack, the Resource Dashboard tab might still be 

temporarily visible under certain circumstances. If this is the case in your environment, 

please reset the IIS service, and clear the browser cache (browsing data). Reloading / 

refreshing the Website will clear the Resource Dashboard tab. 
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SIQETN-2536 – Handling Business Resource paths longer than 4000 characters 

 

SIQETN-2536 fixes a SQLServer in versions 2014 (and earlier) limitation. 

SecurityIQ uses a hashing mechanism to create a unique identifier for each Business Resource stored in the 

SecurityIQ database. SQL Server databases hashing mechanism, in versions 2014 and earlier, is unable to 

process (hash) values with 4000 or more characters.  

Though resources with paths of 4000 characters or longer are extremely rare, SIQETN-2536 is designed to 

handle that limitation.  

SIQETN-2536 introduces an Application Configuration (app.config) key to the Permission Collection Engine 

that, when enabled, will ensure paths longer than 4000 characters are excluded from the applications’ 

resource discovery (Crawl), to avoid issues while storing them in the SQLServer database. 

The Application Configuration key - "excludeVeryLongResourcePaths" – accepts “True” or “False” values, to 

enable or disabled the exclusion, respectively. It is disabled (set to “False”) and commented out, by default.  

 

Note: When enabled, resources with paths longer than 4000 characters will be excluded   

When enabled, Business Resources with full paths longer than 4000 characters, and everything included in 

the hierarchical structure below them, will be excluded from the crawl, and will not be collected by 

SecurityIQ. This scenario is extremely rare.  

 

Note: You should not enable exclusion of long paths, unless you experience an issue.  

The issue will manifest itself through the following error message in the Permission Collection Engine log 

file, and only if the SecurityIQ SQLServer database is of version 2014 or earlier:  

 System.Data.SqlClient.SqlException (0x80131904): String or binary data  

 would be truncated. 

In all other cases, this feature should not be enabled.  

 

Note: This enhancement is only relevant if the SecurityIQ database is on SQLServer 

version 2014 or earlier.  

In all SQLServer versions after 2014 – this is no longer a limitation, and no action is needed. 

 

Note: Service Pack 3 will automatically apply SIQETN-2536.  

However, the configurable key is disabled by default, and will not affect current behavior, unless enabled.  
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 Troubleshooting 

NHibernate configuration 

Problem: During the upgrade, the NHibernate configuration file or registry key do not display on one of the 

machines: 

Suggested solution: 

1. Copy the “hibernate.cfg” from another server to \SailPoint\Nhibernate. 

2. Copy the “[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\whiteboxSecurity]” key from another machine to this 

machine. 

3. Run the ResetDBPassword utility, to reencrypt the database password with the current server’s certification  

a. Make sure the SecurityIQ Home environment variable is set to the correct location 

b. Ensure that the folder named “External Tools”, containing the “makecert.exe” executable, or copy 

that folder from the Core Services server (the server hosting the User Interface service), and place it 

in the SecurityIQ Home directory 

c. Ensure that the folder named “ServerInstaller” exists in the “%SECURITYIQ_HOME%\SecurityIQ” 

path, and within that folder you can locate the “Tools” directory, or copy it from the Core Services 

server. 

d. Navigate to the “DBResetPassword” folder 

e. In a Command Line window (cmd) from the “DBResetPassword” directory path, run the following 

command: 

C:\Program Files\SailPoint\SecurityIQ\Server  

Installer\Tools\DBResetPassword> 

DBResetPassword.exe {YourPasswordGoesHere} 

f. After the NHibernate file is reencrypted, resume the manual uninstallation and installation of the 

remaining service on that server.  

 

Business Website 

Problem: You encounter an “Access Denied” error message while logging in to the Business Website after the 

upgrade 

Suggested solution: 

1. Navigate to the wwwroot folder on the server hosting the Website at C:\inetpub\wwwroot). 

2. Verify that the SecuirtyIQBiz and SiqApi folders are in the wwwroot folder.  

3. If these folders are in the wwwroot folder, but there are still problems with the Business Website, contact 

support. 

4. If these folders are not in the wwwroot folder, perform the following steps: 

5. Open the Internet Information Service (IIS) manager (Server Manager → Tools → Internet Information 

Service (IIS) manager). 

6. Select the Application Pools node. 
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7. Verify that the SecurityIQ_ApplicationPool and SiqApi_ApplicationPool are missing from the Application 

Pools node. 

8. Create two new application pools, (naming them SecurityIQ_ApplicationPool and SiqApi_ApplicationPool), 

with the following parameters: .Net CLR Version: .Net CLR Version v4.0.30319 Managed pipeline mode: 

Integrated 

9. Check the “Start application pool immediately” checkbox. 

10. For each application pool, navigate to Advance Settings (Right-click → Advanced Settings) 

11. Under Process Model, set the “Identity” parameter to LocalSystem. 

12. Under Recycling set the “Regular Time Interval (minutes)” to 720. 

13. From the Site panel (on the left), navigate to SecurityIQBiz, and click on it. 

14. Click “Basic Settings” on the right. If this option is not available, right click SecurityIQBiz (on the left) and 

select “Convert to Application”. 

15. On the newly opened screen, click Select, select the SecurityIQ_ApplicationPool you created earlier, and 

click OK twice. 

16. Double click “Authentication”. 

17. Enable “Windows Authentication” and disable all other authentication methods. 

18. Repeat Steps 11-15 for the SiqApi site and SiqApi_ApplicationPool. 

19. Reset the IIS using the iisreset command. 

 

Business Website 

Problem: You encounter the following error, in the SecurityIQ Server Installer log, when trying to uninstall the 

Business Website:  

 Unable to uninstall service: WBXBusinessWebsite 

 System.InvalidOperationException: Sequence contains more than one  

 matching element 
 

Suggested solution: 

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager 

2. Expand the Server Name 

3. Expand “Sites” 

4. Expand “Default Web Site” 

5. Select “SecurityIQBiz” and click “Basic Settings” on the right side 

6. Click “Select…” then select “SecurityIQ_ApplicationPool” then click OK, then click OK again 

7. Go to “Application Pools” 
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8. Select “SecurityIQ_ApplicationPool” and click “View Applications” on the right side 

9. Right click “/SecurityIQBiz/Whitebox_Rest”, then click “Change Application Pool”, select “DefaultAppPool“ 

and click OK 

10. Right click “/SecurityIQBiz/WhiteopsRest”, then click “Change Application Pool”, select “DefaultAppPool“ 

and click OK 

11. Go to “Application Pools“ and Confirm that the “SecurityIQ_ApplicationPool” application pool has only one 

application (in the “Applications” column) 

12. Try to uninstall again. 

 

Activity Monitoring services and Collectors remain in a “Pending” state 

Problem: SecurityIQ Agents, i.e., Activity Monitroing services and Collector services for both Data Classification 

and Permissions Collection remain in a Pending state, when all other services (except for some Watchdogs) 

have been updated. 

 

SecurityIQ Agents, i.e., Activity Monitroing services and Collector services for both Data Classification and 

Permissions Collection, require that all Watchdog updates will be completed before being updates themsleves. 

This dependency applies to all watchdogs, including those of other servers in the same environment.  

 

Suggested solution: 

If you see that Agent components remain in a Pending state, when all other services have been updated, please 

check if any of the Watchdog services have not been updated, are being currently updated or had any issues with 

the update process. Once all Watchdogs are updated to version 6.1.0.3000 (6.1 Service Pack 3), the Agents 

updates will ensue shortly after.  

Watchdog Services fail to upgrade on Windows Server 2008 R2 or earlier  

Problem: The Watchdog service fails to upgrade on Windows Servers of versions 2008 R2 or earlier 

or the watchdog upgrade stays in pending state for an unreasonably long time, and the WatchDogSelfUpgrade 

log file indicates a .NET Framework incompatibility, requesting to update the .NET Framework to version 4.5 

 

This issue may occur on servers without .NET Framework version 4.5 installed, or when an earlier version is 

installed.  

Windows Servers of version 2008R2 and earlier, are more likely to experience this issue.  

This pertains to only to servers monitored by SecurityIQ  

(SecurityIQ components other than the Windows Activity Monitor, require Windows OS version 2012R2 or above)  

 

Suggested solution: 

This issue should not recur in Service Pack 2 or later.  

If you are experiencing these please contact SailPoint Support.  
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 List of Released E-Fixes  

The following E-Fixes are included in Service Pack 1 and will be automatically deployed by the Service Pack: 

Service Pack 1 

SIQETN-2162 - NetApp (multiple FPolicy) Physical BAM records deleted when 

editing the application in the admin client 

1. When editing a NetApp application with multiple fpolicy servers configured, the activity monitors' rows are 

deleted from the physical_bam table.  

This results in the physical BAMs disappearing from the health center, and no XMLs generated. 

2. Even when configured correctly, no more than 1 xml will be generated after an edit.  

3. Physical BAM records are created with non-standardized names. 

4. XML files aren't generated properly (5.1p1) 

5. The BAMs aren't displayed properly in the installer (6.0 on) 

SIQETN-2169 - Event Manager can consume a lot of RAM when many Data 

Classification entries exist 

The Event Manager queries the database for files classified by Data Classification and keeps the information in 

memory. Having many classification results can cause the Event Manager to consume a lot of RAM. Symptoms 

include slow event processing, high RAM consumption by the Event Manager, Event Manager slow to start up 

and may appear to be hung 

SIQETN-2209 - Data Classification Results do not include all DFS resources when 

filtering by DFS app or app type 

A bug was found in the optimized stored procedure _get_classification_results_by_filter_dfs_ when filtering by 

DFS app type or DFS app in the forensics data class page, only 1 link hierarchy of results is fetched 

 

SIQETN-2228 - Active Directory SSL not fully supported 

When port 389 (default non-SSL AD LDAP) is blocked and AD with SSL is configured, not all SIQ functions continue 

working properly. 

An AD BAM with SSL configured and port 389 blocked by firewall will fail its permission collection task. 

AD activity monitoring is also impacted 

 

SIQETN-2326 - Renaming Task Schedule is removing the filter applied to the task for 

Delete Query Results 

Renaming Task Schedule is removing the filter applied to the task for Delete Query Results 

This leads to tasks running 100% without any fault but actually doing/deleting nothing.  
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SIQETN-2335 - Data Classification - folders with many classified files can cause a 

timeout 

Data Classification queues up resources for writing to DB after being classified, along with their file classifications. 

The queue size is determined by the number of resources, not files, so by default when the queue reaches 1000 

resources it's flushed to the database. This means there's potential to merge a virtually unlimited number of file 

classifications in a single batch. This action has a 3-hour timeout, which causes the task to fail when it expires 

twice for the same batch. 

To work around the issue, you can try reducing the amount of resources in a single batch (brsCountInBatchToDb) 

and/or the amount of threads writing to the DB (MergeThreadsCount). Both settings can be found in the Data 

Classification Engine's app.config file. Much like mentioned above, this will not help if the problem is caused by a 

single resource 

 

SIQETN-2336 - New Access Requests - Always shows DFS as requestable  

DFS always is displayed as requestable resource, even if the only Access Request Template defined does not 

include DFS. 

 

SIQETN-2338 - New Access Request - Application has defunct access request 

template after template deletion 

When an application is added to the system after an Access Request Template has been defined, then application 

added to the template: When the template is deleted, the application is not updated. 

This causes the application to be listed as requestable in the SecurityIQ Website. 

A Workaround is to re-open client after adding application, or to refresh applications (asset board) in admin 

client System tab after saving template and before deleting template.  

 

SIQETN-2339 - Data Classification: Data Classification: Regex Verifiers Update 

The Data classification verifiers (credit cards, social security, etc.) don’t work as expected in 6.1 

 

SIQETN-2342 - SharePoint Online Permission Collection ignores site collection 

exclusions 

When trying to gather permissions and local users and groups, the PC engine lists all site collections and including 

site collections excluded by regex, although site collection ownership is needed only for site collection that need 

to be analyzed. This causes errors on the Permission Collection task 

 

SIQETN-2359 - Data Classification Keyword policy objects contain empty values and 

colons (:) 

1. Keyword policy object have empty phrases included in them.  

This may cause false positive results in classifying using these policies.  
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Symptoms include:  

Empty values in the policy object - On the website, under Compliance --> Data Classification --> Policy Object 

2. Some Keyword policy object include colons (:) which causes errors in the classification phase,  

while trying to parse those strings.  

Symptoms include parsing errors for Lucene queries in the Data Classification (collector) logs 

 

SIQETN-2363 - Forensics Data Classification - Slow load time 

The default sort column for the data classification page is MatchCount, which is very slow. 

 

SIQETN-2364 - Dashboard KPI PII - Dashboard KPI Calculations and DFS Resources  

SIQETN-2364 introduces important performance enhancements to the KPI Dashboard.  

The following changes are included in this enhancement: 

1. The Resource Dashboard is removed from the Business Website 

2. Data Owner Dashboard now retrieves KPI information from the pre-calculated KPI Data, calculated by the 

Dashboard Widgets Calculation Scheduled Task, that runs nightly. 

3. Improved Database Statistics calculation algorithm included in the DB Cleanup Task.  

4. Improved Website single-session requests concurrency – concurrent request no longer blocking each other on 

long-running requests. 

 

SIQETN-2368 - Elasticsearch re-index task fails immediately 

Re-indexing events to Elasticsearch fails after almost immediately due to the number of events exceeding the 

max bounds of an integer type. A BIGINT type needs to be used instead 

 

SIQETN-2382 - AzureAD access token is not being refreshed automatically 

When performing Identity Collection for AzureAD, if the process takes too long, the access token created for the 

task expires, but doesn't auto refresh like it should. 

 

SIQETN-2393 - DFS Crawler link target matching is case sensitive when using 

Collectors 

When crawling a DFS application, it matches DFS link targets to resources crawled by other applications.  

That match should be case insensitive but becomes case sensitive when using Collectors (RabbitMQ).  
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SIQETN-2394 - Task Management - tasks remain in a Running status when a service 

restarts / crash 

Engine could stop unexpectedly or crash and lead to orphan tasks which prevent subsequent tasks from running.  

Symptoms related to this issue are: 

1. Task stays running when the engine goes down and so subsequent tasks stay queued 

2. Pending Cancel option doesn't work always. 

 

SIQETN-2406 - Duplicate ra_user records show up as Orphan SIDs due to cross-

domain permissions collection 

When querying for activities and user clicks on ""Show Details"", the pop-up shows ""Loading failed", when there 

are duplicate user entries in the ra_user table with the same user name and user domain. This is mostly due to 

permissions collection finding cross-domain permissions where there is a one-way trust. 

 

SIQETN-2437 - EMC Activity Monitor - Incorrect activities path when configured 

with aliases 

When configuring an EMC application with aliases, the Activity Monitor creates activities with the alias name as 

the host in their path. This creates a mismatch between the path of resources and activities which causes 

problems when querying activities. 

 

SIQETN-2439 - DC Indexer attempts to read zero sized files 

Zero-Length files causing DC collector to attempt to read the content. Since these files can hide ""links"" to very 

large images - this may cause the collector to run out of memory.  

 

SIQETN-2441 - DFS crawling failed with primary key violation 

When crawling a DFS application, the crawl will fail at 90% over a primary key violation. 

This will happen on random keys in random physical applications. 

 

SIQETN-2448 - Unable to login if account owns multiple resources with duplicate 

paths 

Access denied when logging in as user who owns resources with same path, such as an exchange email account.  
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SIQETN-2453 - v6.1 SP1 SharePoint Permission Type Containments  

SharePoint Permission Type Containments bugs (custom Permission Level): 

1. Permission Type Insert/Update synchronization problem "Could not find permission type ID of <Permission 

Type Name>” 

2. Case insensitive lookup for SharePoint which is case sensitive fails permission collection. 

 

SIQETN-2456 - Alert Rules don't work when applied on a Boolean attribute or a DEC 

related attribute 

Alert Rules defined on Boolean attributes or DEC related attribute do not get evaluated properly and will not 

trigger alerts. 

SIQETN-2459 - Website page load error when DB timestamps are not in sync with 

website datetime 

Website page load error when opening certifications for user. This may occur when serializing Date Time object 

from SiqApi website. 

 

SIQETN-2463 - HDS Activity Monitor fails to capture activities 

The HDS Activity Monitor needs some modifications to work well with newer systems and new modifications to 

SecurityIQ core components. 

SIQETN-2464 - Exchange Activity Monitor, Crawler, and Permission Collection fixes 

and optimizations 

This issue contains fixes, optimizations, and enhancements for several issues for exchange on-prem and exchange 

online. 

SIQETN-2465 - AzureAD - Move responsibility away from the OAuth Mini-Site 

Currently, the AzureAD Identity Collector uses saved credentials to retrieve access tokens for communication 

with AzureAD, unlike OAuth applications in our product like OneDrive, Box, etc. 

The OAuth Mini-Site is used to retrieve the access token, but the credentials must be sent to it in order to 

perform this operation. 

This enhancement will move this responsibility away from the OAuth Mini-Site, and it will be performed directly 

by the Collector Synchronizer service, which is responsible for retrieving the identities, and the User Interface 

service, which is responsible for configuring and testing the Identity Collector.  
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Service Pack 2 

SIQETN-2161 – Access Fulfillment Enhancements 

Access fulfillment enhancements and added support for Direct Permissions revocation for Normalized resources 

SIQETN-2163 - Old / Deleted Identities are not being removed by the Identity 

Collection task 

With this fix, the identity collection task removed from the database the roles that we deleted from the Identity 

Store, and their relations. In addition, it removed resource ownership assigned to deleted users.  

SIQETN-2372 - Invalid Table Name for Data Classification Policy Object 

Removes a faulty reference to an old data_classification_policy_object table 

SIQETN-2396 - Some scheduled tasks don't update the next run time 

Some tasks don't have their "Next Run Time" updated, preventing the task from launching on schedule, and /or 

be trigger at next interval.  

SIQETN-2435 - Deleting DataClassificationScopeActions on a Data Classification run 

fails in large environments 

Scoping down a Data Classification Policy triggers the deletion of a large number of entries in 

DataClassificationScopeActions. This operation may fails due to too many IDs being passed. 

SIQETN-2466 - File Server crawler times out on Roots that contain huge amount of 

resources 

Fetching the root's resources from the DB - times out when the number of resources is dramatically large.  

This causes the engine not to de-queue messages coming in from the collector - which in turn causes the queue 

to fill up and eventually the crawling of that root to timeout. 

SIQETN-2467 - Scheduling issues with scheduling multiple campaigns 

This fix includes improvements to the campaign scheduling mechanism: 

1. Limit the amount of concurrent campaign creation task to a configurable value.  

2. Ensure that campaign get concurrently created without interrupting or causing each other to hang 

3. Fail campaigns and mark them as failed when the creation task fails, or cancelled, or the service is restarted 

and the campaign is allegedly "in progress" 

4. Make sure campaign data is deleted once the campaign fails and reschedule it 

5. Optimize the Index Rebuild task that occurs at the end of the campaign - including adding a friendlier warning 

message. 
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SIQETN-2483 - Add "Blackout" functionality to the Index Rebuild task portion of the 

DB Cleanup Task 

Adds a "Blackout"/ timeout value to the Index Rebuild section of the DB Cleanup task, configurable through an 

app.config setting that limits the "Rebuild Index" portion of the "DB Cleanup" task to a specific number of 

minutes. You can change this from the default value of `480` minutes, by adding the following key, and setting its 

value. The key, located in the ScheduleTaskHandler.exe.config file is: 

 <add key="rebuildIndexTimeLimitMinutes" value="480" />  

SIQETN-2485 - Exchange On-Prem: Crawler times out during content analysis 

Content Analysis failure to save data to DB is causing a crawl task to timeout on Exchange On-prem. 

This fix adds a re-try mechanism to the Crawl Engine, when saving content analysis data, as well as increasing the 

timeout for each batch stored procedure execution from 10 minutes to 30 minutes.  

SIQETN-2486 - Box BAM - optimize event reading and processing 

The Box Activity Monitor fetches and processes events synchronously, which may cause a significant delay in 

seeing event activity if the activity backlog is large. This may also lead to high memory usage depending on how 

many events need to be processed since the last event processed timestamp. 

This enhancement separates the event reading (fetching) from the processing, and all outside of the poll, which 

simply deliver events that have already been processed, as well as adds statistic logging. 

SIQETN-2499 - Active Directory Permission Collection uses domain NetBIOS name 

instead of the full name 

When running Permission Collection for Active Directory, it uses LDAP to access the domain controllers. The 

domain part of the URL is supposed to be taken from the Domain Name field as entered in the Application Wizard 

but is instead taken from the Domain NetBIOS Name field. This could work fine in cases where the NetBIOS name 

can be resolved to the full domain name and represents the same domain as entered in the Domain Name field, 

but in other cases would usually lead to the task's failure with “Server is not Operational” exceptions.  

SIQETN-2524 - Website - Lack of security headers to mitigate clickjacking 

The Business Website was added a X-Frame header, to avoid click-jacking attacks. 

SIQETN-2533 - WatchDog doesn't upgrade itself when .NET Framework 4.5 is not 

installed 

When attempting to apply Service Pack 1 to version 6.1, the WatchDog service won't upgrade itself if .NET 

Framework 4.5 isn't installed on the server, even though it's compiled for .NET 3.5.  

This is relevant for environments containing Activity Monitors running on Windows Server 2003's supported 

variants, or Windows Server 2008 / 2008R2 without .NET 4.5 installed (although we do ask for it to be installed in 

the guide). 
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SIQETN-2534 Issues in normalization, campaigns or the permission views 

On 6.1SP1, the permission views in the administrative client may not load, campaigns may fail on creations, and 

reports normalization may not work, triggering an error on role_uid. 

SIQETN-2536 – Handling Business Resource paths longer than 4000 characters 

When using SQL Server 2014 or earlier as the database and crawling any application, encountering a resource 

path longer than 4000 characters results in errors such as the following: 

System.Data.SqlClient.SqlException (0x80131904): String or binary data would be truncated. 

The Crawler now excludes paths over 3900 chars when the appSetting called excludeVeryLongResourcePaths is 

set to true 

See Chapter 4. Important Infromation and Updates For more details about SIQETN-2536. 

SIQETN-2537 - SharePoint Online Crawl fails - due to Site Collection fetching error 

SharePoint Online fails on an error while fetching Site Collections - with an error on failing to fetch a Site 

Collection on a specific index. The Site Collection fetch is design to stop on receiving and parsing a certain 

message. Due to localization setting this parsing may fail - and cause the error to propagate and fail the task.  

This will cause the Crawl task to fail, with errors such as :  

Microsoft.SharePoint.Client.ServerException: Tenant urn: SPO: {teanantId} starting from index 8 cannot be 

retrieved. 

SIQETN-2538 - Generic NFS Fixes and Improvements 

Added:  

Support for PC without NIS Identity Collector.  

Changes to accommodate NFS owners being received as numeric IDs rather than username@realm.  

Added handling so Problems retrieving local identities shouldn't fail a PC task now.  

Updates to Renci.SshNet.dll to the latest version to make it compatible with newer versions of OpenSSH. 

SIQETN-2543 - OOTB Single Activity SMTP Response support only HTTP links 

Added support for HTTPS links and redirects to Business Website. 

SIQETN-2547 - Campaign Permissions Summary Report - unhandled rejected 

permissions stall report generation 

When running a Campaign Permissions Summary Report, if any permissions rejected during the campaign have 

not been handled (deleted) yet, they should appear in the report. However, the way the query is constructed 

right now can cause the database to overwork itself due to a wrong execution plan. This could cause the query to 

look like it's "stuck", sometimes seemingly indefinitely. 

SIQETN-2554 - Windows File Server - Semi-auto learning mode excludes all activities 

Setting the Activity Monitor to Semi-Auto learning mode causes all activities to be discarded.  
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SIQETN-2556 - Campaign reviews can still be performed after the campaign ends 

If an Access Certification campaign is ended before all reviews are done, reviewers can still access the review 

page and approve/reject entries. Those will not be acted upon (no revocation requests/auto fulfillment), but will 

we reflected in reports. Ended campaigns now have their non-finalized responses reverted and changes can't be 

committed to them. 

SIQETN-2565 - Data Classification Encrypted Files Backport to 6.1 (AIP) 

Backport of the Data Classification Encrypted Files support feature for 6.1. 

Allows the DC service to read the metadata (properties, custom properties) of encrypted files. 

SIQETN-2568 - Exchange Online - Better handle throttling exceptions for concurrent 

sessions 

This enhancement introduces better handling for throttling mechanism, allowing better adjustment of the back-

off period to align with Microsoft recommendation and halt all calls performed by the service, as well as 

implanting a smarter self-throttle mechanism. 

SIQETN-2574 – Cannot use Access Request to add user to a Normalized Group 

Access requests to add permissions for a user on a resource (meaning, to add the user to a normalized group on a 

normalized resource) fail with “The target resource is not managed, so only revocation of direct permissions is 

supported”, even though it should work. 

SIQETN-2576 - Dashboard Widgets Calculation Task Performance Enhancement 

Another performance enhancement for the KPI Calculation procedure (which is part of the nightly Dashboard 

Widgets Calculation task).  

Streamlined a hierarchical CTE responsible for retrieving resource children and added a missing NOLOCK to a DFS 

links query.   
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Service Pack 3 

SIQETN-2292 - User Exit impersonation failure for Responses and Data Sources  

Setting up a User Exit Data Source with user credentials doesn't run the process as the indicated user. A User Exit 

Response with credentials fails with an Access Denied error. 

SIQETN-2505 - Azure Active Directory Groups Fetch 20 Members Max per group 

The expand REST parameter for Azure, is limited to maximum of 20 results. 

Source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/query-parameters#expand-parameter 

SIQETN-2550 - Azure AD Groups Deleted After Group Collection Cause Identity 

Collection to Fail 

Azure AD Groups Deleted while Identity Collection is still running, may cause the Identity Collection task to fail. 

SIQETN-2575 - Duplicate activity ids in Elasticsearch cause Activity Report to fail 

with NullReferenceException 

Creation of activity reports fail while generating them from the Forensics tab, if duplicate activity ID’s exist in the 

Elasticsearch clusters.  

SIQETN-2581 - 'Overexposed Resources' and 'Overexposed Sensitive Resources' KPI 

redirects to the stale data page 

KPI widgets redirection to the relevant page under the Resources tab, is shifted one tab to the right (Stale Data 

instead of Permissions, Alerts instead of Stale Data). 

SIQETN-2583 - Data Classification: Adding parameters to toggle content / metadata 

collection and auto-detection of file properties 

Added several configurable parameters to the Data Classification parameters tables to customize behavior:  

The ContentType parameter was added to control whether files’ content, metadata or both are scanned. 

The ShouldNewPropertiesBeDisplayed parameter was added to control whether automatically gathered file 

properties should be displayed as searchable fields.  

SIQETN-2589 - Data Classification OutOfMemory Exception does not top task 

Once an out of memory exception occurs, the currently running task cannot be relied upon to complete. 

The error in now reported to the task manager so the user can see the source the problem, and the task is 

terminated. 

SIQETN-2592 - Data Classification OutOfMemory error caused by zero-sized GZIP 

file contents 

Some .GZ (gzip) compressed archive files can have a valid compressed file size, but a zero value for the 

uncompressed file which is used to track overall size of processed archive data.  

The MaxFileSizeMB parameter was added to control the maximum files for indexable files 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/query-parameters#expand-parameter
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SIQETN-2595 - Data Classification: Extraction of gzip file can mis-identify extracted 

file name 

GZIP files do not always contain an embedded filename field. This is not a required field. Libraries will typically 

infer the correct filename based on the containing archive filename, but when using streams this inference does 

not work, and the file names if lost.  

SIQETN-2597 - Incorrect counter data in the Sensitive resource counter on the Data 

Analysis screen, under the Resources Tab 

The counter data on the Resource Analysis dialog is showing the number of category matches for any given 

resource on the top and the total number of files on the bottom. This creates the potential for the top number to 

be bigger than the bottom when files match multiple categories. The top number should show the number of 

files that matched one or more categories instead. 

SIQETN-2598 - DC Service dies but still shows "running" in 'services.msc'. Shows 

red/down in health center. Logs show it is non-responsive. 

Data Classification task may stop running and abort the service due to communication faults. 

SIQETN-2611 - Access Fulfillment: If no Days of Week selected, AF tasks fail and 

report errors. 

When No Days of the Week selected in AF Commit Schedules, Errors Fill Up CollectorSynchronizer log. 

SIQETN-2621 - Task Scheduler doesn't update the next run times because of 

concurrency errors 

An intermittent issue with the Task Scheduler - updating the next run times may error out causing tasks not to 

run at their scheduled time. 

SIQETN-2623 - NetApp Activity Monitor (CIFS) - Paths with tilde (~) can slow down 

processing 

Activities occurring on paths containing tilde (e.g. \\naserver\~...) can significantly slow down processing of 

activities on a NetApp Activity Monitor (CIFS only). This is because paths with tilde are assumed to be truncated 

paths which match the legacy 8.3 format (e.g. PROGRA~1 for Program Files). When we encounter those, we try to 

convert then to regular paths which requires querying the remote Vserver, causing delays. 

SIQETN-2629 - Add more granular control over Event Manager cached object 

expiration and Memory throttling 

This is an Enhancement Request to allow for more Granular control over the Event Manager object caching 

expiration, as well as adding more granular statistics logging over cache component states in the statistics logs.  

This was a result of an anomaly we observed where the Event Manager could reach a certain amount of memory 

and block any further Activity Monitoring because of that. 

 

This feature is meant to (1) Add some more granular information to help identify what exactly is taking up 

memory - in terms of caching. (2) Add the ability to adjust the Threshold after which the Event Collector will block 
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- primarily meant for servers with high RAM capacity - so the threshold can be raised to a higher level to utilize 

more of the server’s resources. 

SIQETN-2640 - Parse error in Data Classification log 

Data Classification log errors indicate malformed search terms for ICD policy.  

SIQETN-2649 - Website Category Search fails in Data Classification Forensics page 

when SiqApi Debug is enabled 

When logging level is set to DEBUG for SiqApi web app in IIS, the category search feature in the Data classification 

forensics page will fail will following error: 

 

SIQETN-2652 - NetApp CIFS Activity Monitor - Activity exclusion by folder doesn't 

work 

When excluding activities by folder for NetApp CIFS Activity Monitors, activities for the excluded folders are still 

saved. 

SIQETN-2662 - NHibernate Audit Interceptor throws exceptions when AuditField 

new_value is longer than 4000 characters 

An Error indicating that a role description is exceeding 4000 characters appears in the UserInterface service logs 

The fix is to update AuditField type. 

SIQETN-2663 - SharePoint 2010 Activity Monitor fails to monitor events since 6.1 

overhaul 

In SecurityIQ (FAM) version 6.1, there has been a major overhaul in the way we access SharePoint data, so now 

we connect directly to the database and have implementations of the data structures in our code. 

SharePoint 2010 has a different structure for the SPAuditEntry entity, which has one less property than the rest 

of the versions after it (2013, 2016 and 2019, which are currently supported, contain an extra AppPrincipalID 

property). 

SIQETN-2667 - My Reports Page Fails to Load when Report Owner User Does Not 

Exist 

My Reports page on the Business Website does not load: shows no reports in the reports list, and doesn’t not 

display any “error loading” or “loading failure” message on the website, if a personal report does not have an 

Owner user Id, or that the owner user id, does not exist as a FAM user. 

SIQETN-2674 - Data Classification Forensics Page loads extremely slow when using 

filters such as rule, policy, and category 

When using filter parameters such as policies, rules, or categories on the data classification forensics page, the 

page load time is extremely slow, and sometimes never returns. 
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SIQETN-2688 - Activity Monitor files sometimes get removed by watchdog when 

service pack is being applied to new service 

When installing an activity monitor for which there are service pack updates to apply, sometimes the process of 

applying that update fails and has the effect of removing all files from the activity monitor service folder. 

 


